
Amendments

Publisher Correction: Reflections and projections on a decade of climate science
Veronika Eyring   , Vimal Mishra   , Gary P. Griffith   , Lei Chen   , Trevor Keenan   , Merritt R. Turetsky   ,  
Sally Brown   , Frank Jotzo   , Frances C. Moore and Sander van der Linden   

Correction to: Nature Climate Change https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01020-x, published online 1 April 2021.

In the version of this Viewpoint article originally published, the author list and affiliations were mistakenly not included; they have now 
been added to the online versions of the Viewpoint article.

Published online: 14 June 2021 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01063-0

© Springer Nature Limited 2021
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Publisher Correction: Record warming at the South Pole during the past three decades
Kyle R. Clem   , Ryan L. Fogt   , John Turner, Benjamin R. Lintner   , Gareth J. Marshall   , James R. Miller    and 
James A. Renwick   

Correction to: Nature Climate Change https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-020-0815-z, published online 29 June 2020.

In the version of this Article originally published, in Fig. 4, the label ‘West Pacific cheating anomalies’ should have been ‘West Pacific 
heating anomalies’; it has now been corrected in the online versions of the Article.

Published online: 18 May 2021 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01073-y

© The Author(s), under exclusive licence to Springer Nature Limited 2021

Publisher Correction: Carbon tariffs
Lingxiao Yan

Correction to: Nature Climate Change https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01052-3, published online 6 May 2021.

In the version of this Research Highlight originally published, in the first sentence of the second paragraph, the text “...carbon tariffs from 
non-Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development...” was incorrect, and should have read ‘...carbon tariffs on imports 
from non-Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development...’. This has now been corrected in the online versions of the 
Research Highlight.

Published online: 21 May 2021 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-021-01082-x

© Springer Nature Limited 2021
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